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Increasing evidences suggest that nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) control different aspects of nuclear metabolism,
including transcription, nuclear organization, and DNA repair. We previously established that the Nup84 complex, a
major NPC building block, is part of a genetic network involved in DNA repair. Here, we show that double-strand break
(DSB) appearance is linked to a shared function of the Nup84 and the Nup60/Mlp1–2 complexes. Mutants within these
complexes exhibit similar genetic interactions and alteration in DNA repair processes as mutants of the SUMO-protease
Ulp1. Consistently, these nucleoporins are required for maintenance of proper Ulp1 levels at NPCs and for the estab-
lishment of the appropriate sumoylation of several cellular proteins, including the DNA repair factor Yku70. Moreover,
restoration of nuclear envelope-associated Ulp1 in nucleoporin mutants reestablishes proper sumoylation patterns and
suppresses DSB accumulation and genetic interactions with DNA repair genes. Our results thus provide a molecular
mechanism that underlies the connection between NPC and genome stability.
INTRODUCTION
The nuclear envelope is the physical barrier between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm in all eukaryotic cells, and, for
that reason, it plays a fundamental role in the exchange of
molecules between the two compartments. Indeed, the traf-
fic of all soluble materials occurs through nuclear pore com-
plexes (NPCs), which are evolutionarily conserved, large,
multiprotein assemblies located at the fusion points between
the outer and the inner nuclear membranes (Suntharalingam
and Wente, 2003). Beside this canonical role, a growing body
of evidence suggests that the function of nuclear pore pro-
teins—or nucleoporins—is not limited to nucleocytoplasmic
transport. Multiple connections between the nuclear periph-
ery and different aspects of intranuclear metabolism have
been highlighted over the past years. Indeed, NPCs seem to
play a crucial role in defining the transcriptionally active
domains within the genome. In budding yeast, activated
genes were shown to be physically recruited to nuclear
pores (Casolari et al., 2005; Taddei et al., 2006). Association of
active loci with the nuclear periphery requires several pro-
teins of the nuclear envelope, including nucleoporins, but it
also requires chromatin-modifying complexes and mRNA
export factors (Brickner and Walter, 2004; Menon et al., 2005;
Cabal et al., 2006; Dieppois et al., 2006; Luthra et al., 2006).
Furthermore, this process may help to define heterochroma-
tin domains (Schmid et al., 2006, and references therein).
Such a phenomenon may be conserved in metazoans, as
suggested by the association of the dosage compensation
complex with nucleoporins in flies (Mendjan et al., 2006). In
parallel, NPCs and other nuclear envelope-associated pro-
teins may play a more global role in chromosomal organi-
zation within the eukaryotic nucleus. Indeed, budding yeast
telomeres are tethered in four to eight foci at the nuclear
periphery, and this anchoring requires the two redundant
Sir4-Esc1 and Ku pathways (Andrulis et al., 2002; Taddei et
al., 2004). Ku is a conserved dimer of the Yku70 and Yku80
proteins in yeast, which plays a crucial role in DNA repair
through non-homologous-end joining (NHEJ), a double-
strand break (DSB) repair pathway that is alternative to
homologous recombination (HR). Telomere tethering at the
nuclear periphery promotes, in turn, the establishment of a
transcriptionally repressed state at subtelomeric loci. How-
ever, the contribution of nucleoporins to the anchoring of
telomeres at the nuclear periphery and to subtelomeric tran-
scriptional repression has led to a controversial debate
(Galy et al., 2000; Feuerbach et al., 2002; Hediger et al.,
2002; Therizols et al., 2006). Two subsets of nucleoporins
seem to be specifically involved in connecting NPCs with
nuclear metabolism and/or organization. On one hand, a
leading role has emerged for nuclear basket proteins, possi-
bly reflecting their strategic location at the nuclear side of
NPCs. Among them, the yeast Nup60 nucleoporin and the
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associated myosin-like proteins, Mlp1 and Mlp2, as well as
their orthologues in metazoans, Nup153 and Tpr/MTor,
respectively, have been implicated in various nuclear pro-
cesses (Feuerbach et al., 2002; Hediger et al., 2002; Casolari et
al., 2005; Mendjan et al., 2006). In particular, it was demon-
strated that Nup60/Mlp1–2 maintain the SUMO-protease
Ulp1 at the nuclear envelope, thereby preventing clonal
lethality (Zhao et al., 2004). On the other hand, the Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae Nup84 complex, a symmetrically localized
and essential scaffold of NPCs, plays a crucial role in telo-
mere tethering at the nuclear periphery, and in some aspects
of transcriptional regulation, including subtelomeric repres-
sion (Galy et al., 2000; Menon et al., 2005; Therizols et al.,
2006). This evolutionarily conserved complex is composed,
in yeast, of Nup133, Nup84, the C-terminal domain of
Nup145, Nup85, Nup120, Seh1, and a fraction of Sec13
(Lutzmann et al., 2002). Recently, we uncovered a strong
functional link between the Nup84 complex and DNA repair
in budding yeast (Loeillet et al., 2005). Inactivation of repre-
sentative members of the Nup84 complex led to synthetic
lethality when combined with deletions of genes of the
RAD52 epistasis group, which is required for DSB repair
through HR. Moreover, mutants of the Nup84 complex were
highly sensitive to DNA-damaging treatments, such as ion-
izing irradiation or clastogen chemicals (Loeillet et al., 2005,
and references therein), a phenotype conserved in Aspergil-
lus nidulans (De Souza et al., 2006). Double-strand breaks,
which are first recognized by the MRX complex, coalesce
into nuclear foci, where, depending on the cell cycle phase,
they are further engaged for repair either via the NHEJ or
the HR pathway (Lisby and Rothstein, 2005). In the latter,
Rad52 is subsequently recruited within the repair foci. We
previously observed an increased occurrence of Rad52-con-
taining DNA repair foci in the nup133 mutant (Loeillet et
al., 2005), suggesting that inactivation of the Nup84 complex
triggers an accumulation of unrepaired DNA breaks. It was
subsequently demonstrated that Nup84 complex constitu-
ents are specifically required for DNA repair in subtelomeric
regions (Therizols et al., 2006).
However, the molecular mechanism that underlies the
connections between the Nup84 nuclear pore complex and
DNA repair remained to be investigated. In this report, we
establish that in addition to the Nup84 complex, the Nup60
nucleoporin is required to prevent DSB accumulation. We
show that this function is ensured by the maintenance of
proper levels of the Ulp1 SUMO-protease at the nuclear
envelope. We further demonstrate that nucleoporins mu-
tants affect the sumoylation status of some cellular proteins,
including the DNA repair factor Yku70, which was recently
shown to be modified by SUMO (Zhao and Blobel, 2005).
Our results thus demonstrate the involvement of Ulp1 as a
downstream effector connecting two specific nucleoporin
complexes with DNA repair processes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast Strains and Plasmids
The genotypes and origins of the strains used are listed in Supplemental
Table 1. All strains are isogenic to S288c, except RAD52-yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP), leu2-K::URA3-ADE2::leu2-k, and YKU70-myc–tagged strains
that are W303 derivatives. Most strains were obtained by successive
crosses between single-gene deletants obtained from EUROSCARF (Frank-
furt, Germany), and green fluorescent protein (GFP)- or monomeric red
fluorescent protein (mRFP)-tagged BY derivatives. Auxotrophy marker
conversion was performed using the KanMX::URA3 modifier (Loeillet et
al., 2005). For scoring genetic interactions, nup133 and nup60 strains
harboring the haploid-specific marker P2LEU2 (Loeillet et al., 2005) were
crossed to MAT  haploids from the EUROSCARF deletion collection.
Genotypes were checked by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifica-
tion (the sequences of the primers used are available upon request). Yeast
growth in standard YPD or SC media, gene induction by galactose, trans-
formation, mating, and sporulation were performed as described previ-
ously (Loeillet et al., 2005; Palancade et al., 2005). Except when indicated,
cells were grown at 30°C.
Plasmids used in this study are listed in Supplemental Table 2.
Cell Imaging
Live cell imaging was performed as described previously (Loeillet et al., 2005;
Palancade et al., 2005) by using a three-dimensional (3D)-epifluorescence
microscope driven by MetaMorph 6.2.6 software (Molecular Devices, Sunny-
vale, CA). Images were further processed using Adobe Photoshop CS (Adobe
Systems, Mountain View, CA). For statistical analyses of Rad52 foci, 3D-
projections of Z-stack images (n 11; plane spacing, 0.4 m) of live cells were
used, and foci were scored by visual inspection. Quantification of the number
of foci per nucleus was thereby determined for the whole cell population
(circular diagrams and histogram in Figure 5C). To quantify Rad52 foci
occurrence for each stage of the cell cycle, cells were staged as G1 (unbudded),
S (small-budded), or G2/M (large-budded) based on differential interference
contrast (DIC) images. Within each of these subpopulations, the percentages
of cells exhibiting at least one Rad52 focus were quantified (histograms). In
vivo nuclear import assays were performed essentially as described previ-
ously (Timney et al., 2006). Briefly, exponentially growing cells expressing the
appropriate nuclear localization signal (NLS)–GFP fusion protein were met-
abolically poisoned in the presence of 2-deoxyglucose and sodium azide to
equilibrate the reporter between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments.
Nuclear import was induced in the presence of glucose-containing medium,
and images were acquired every 20 s. Nuclear intensities were determined
using MetaMorph, and they were plotted as a function of time; the slope of
the linear portion of the resulting import curve (t 5 min) was normalized to
the initial cytoplasmic concentration of the reporter to calculate the absolute
import rate.
Protein Extraction and Analysis
Whole-cell lysates were obtained from exponentially growing cells by bead-
beating in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 2.5
g/ml aprotinin, 2.5 g/ml pepstatin, 5 g/ml leupeptin, and 2.5 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. Lysates were further supplemented with an
equal volume of protein sample buffer and clarified by centrifugation at
10,000  g for 10 min. Immunoprecipitation of the Yku70–13myc protein
under denaturing conditions and detection of the sumoylated Yku70 were
performed as described previously (Zhao and Blobel, 2005). Western blotting
Table 1. Summary of the genetic interactions between nup133,
nup60, or ulp1-I615N and DNA repair pathways mutants
Mutants assayed nup133a,b nup60b ulp1-I615Nc
rad50 SL S SL
mre11 SL S SL
rad52 SL S SS
rad51 SS S SS
rad54 SL SS SS
rad55 SS S SS
srs2 SS S SS
yku70 V V V
rad6 V V V
rad27 SL SS SL
slx5 SS n.d. n.d.
slx8 SS SS n.d.
nup mutants were tested for genetic interactions with mutants in
which different aspects of DNA metabolism are affected, including
DSB resection (rad50 and mre11), homologous recombination
(rad52, rad51, rad54, rad55, and srs2), non-homologous end-
joining (yku70), and ubiquitination-mediated DNA damage bypass
(rad6), replication (rad27), and DNA stability/sumoylation pro-
cesses (slx5 and slx8). Genetic interactions were scored upon
tetrad analysis of double mutant growth as described previously
(Loeillet et al., 2005). SL, synthetic lethal; SS, strong synergic; S,
synergic; V, viable; n.d., not determined.
a Data from Loeillet et al. (2005).
b Data from this study.
c Data from Soustelle et al. (2004).
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was performed according to standard procedures using the following pri-
mary antibodies: anti-GFP (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), anti-
NOP1 A66 (Tollervey et al., 1991), anti-Myc (9E10; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO), and anti-SUMO (Zhao and Blobel, 2005). Detection was performed
using enhanced chemiluminescence, and quantification was achieved
through MetaMorph as described in the corresponding figure legends.
DNA Repair Assays
NHEJ/single-strand annealing (SSA) assay was performed essentially as de-
scribed previously (Karathanasis and Wilson, 2002). Cells were grown to
mid-log phase in synthetic medium lacking uracil to maintain the I-SceI
cassette, and they were plated in synthetic medium supplemented with 40
g/ml adenine and 2% glucose or galactose. NHEJ and SSA efficiencies were
calculated as the number of [Ade2] and [Ade2] colonies, respectively,
formed on galactose medium relative to the number of colonies grown on
glucose. Recombination rate was determined as the frequency of deletions of
the chromosomal leu2-k::ADE2-URA3::leu2-k system based on two 2.16-kb leu2
repeats. For each genotype, the average and standard deviations were based
on the median values obtained from four to six fluctuations tests made with
two to three different transformants by using six independent colonies per
fluctuation test (Piruat and Aguilera, 1996).
RESULTS
DSB Accumulation Is a Common Phenotype of Mutants
of the Nup84 and Nup60 Complexes
We previously reported that, unlike NUP133 deletion, the
nup133N separation-of-function mutation, which mainly
impairs NPC distribution, does not lead to an increased level
of DNA repair foci (Loeillet et al., 2005). To broaden this
study, we investigated whether the DSB accumulation ob-
served in the nup133 mutant was linked to another canon-
ical NPC function, or to a more specific function of the
Nup84 complex in DNA damage prevention and/or repair.
We therefore analyzed Rad52 foci appearance in other mu-
tants of the Nup84 complex (i.e., nup120 and nup84),
nucleoporin mutants showing defects in mRNA export
and nuclear pore distribution (i.e., nup159-1, nup82108;
Belgareh et al., 1998), mutants with impaired protein
transport (i.e., ntf2-1, kap121-34, Corbett and Silver, 1996;
Leslie et al., 2002) and a mutant primarily affected in
mRNA export (i.e., sac3; Fischer et al., 2002). As observed
previously for the nup133 mutant, the other analyzed
mutants of the Nup84 complex (nup120 and nup84)
exhibited DNA repair foci accumulation (Figure 1A), in a
cell-cycle independent manner (Figure 1Ab) and with an
unusual rate of multiple foci per cell (Figure 1Ac). In
contrast, mutations within most nuclear pore or nuclear
transport components, which affect NPC distribution,
protein import, or mRNA export, did not increase the
amount of Rad52 foci (Figure 1A), even when analyzed at
restrictive temperatures (data not shown). One notable
exception was the nup60 nucleoporin mutant. Indeed,
this mutant exhibited elevated accumulation of DNA re-
pair foci with an enhanced occurrence of multiple foci,
even more pronounced than in the Nup84 complex mu-
tants (Figure 1A). Because Nup60 is known to anchor
Mlp1 and Mlp2 at the NPC, we also analyzed Rad52 foci
in the corresponding mutants. Although no defects were
observed upon deletion of either MLP1 or MLP2, an in-
creased occurrence of Rad52 foci was observed in the
mlp1 mlp2 double mutant (Zhao, unpublished data).
These results thus indicated that DSB accumulation is
unlikely to result from primary defects in nuclear trans-
port or NPC distribution, but rather that it is linked to a
shared function of the Nup84 and Nup60/Mlp1–2 com-
plexes. As a complementary approach, we used a chro-
mosomal reporter designed to monitor spontaneous ho-
mologous recombination events between repeats (i.e., the
leu2k-ADE2-URA3-leu2k construct, in which the loss of the
ADE2 and URA3 prototrophy markers is used as readout;
Piruat and Aguilera, 1996). This assay revealed that ho-
mologous recombination per se was not impaired in
nup133, nup120, and nup60 mutants (as also shown in
Figure 5). Rather, these mutants presented exacerbated
levels of recombination (Figure 1B), a result consistent
with an increased occurrence of spontaneous breaks. In-
deed, DSBs accumulating within the chromosomal re-
porter region can serve as starting points for homologous
recombination and hence trigger hyperrecombination. To-
gether, these data suggest that mutants of both the Nup84
and the Nup60 –Mlp1/2 complexes exhibit an increased
occurrence of DNA double-strand breaks.
Nucleoporin and ulp1 Mutants Exhibit Similar Genetic
Interaction Profiles and Repair Phenotypes
Another DNA repair-related characteristic of the Nup84
complex mutants is their synthetic lethality or synergistic
interaction with mutants that have defects in DNA replica-
tion and/or repair, mainly in the Rad52 pathway (Loeillet et
al., 2005). We therefore analyzed genetic interactions be-
tween the nup60 mutant and mutants with defects in dif-
ferent pathways of DNA repair. The genetic interaction pro-
file of the nup60 mutant strikingly resembled that of
mutants of the Nup84 complex, such as nup133 (Table 1).
Indeed, the nup60 mutant showed a strongly impaired cell
growth when combined with mutants of the RAD52 path-
way or with rad27, but not when they were associated with
mutants with defects in NHEJ (yku70) or DNA damage
bypass (rad6). The growth phenotypes of the double mu-
tants were more pronounced with nup133, which could be
attributed to a poorer fitness of the nup133 single mutant.
Finally, the mlp1 mlp2 double mutant exhibited colethal-
ity when combined with mutants carrying deletions of
RAD52 or RAD27 (Supplemental Figure 1). The genetic in-
teraction profiles of nup133 and nup60 were reminiscent
of the profile described previously for a thermosensitive
allele of ULP1, ulp1-I615N, which was also shown to accu-
mulate DNA damage (Table 1; Soustelle et al., 2004). ULP1
encodes a SUMO-protease that is located at NPCs (Li and
Hochstrasser, 2003; Panse et al., 2003). Analysis of the
N338-ulp1 mutant (Zhao et al., 2004), which lacks its nu-
clear envelope localization domain (Li and Hochstrasser,
2003; Panse et al., 2003), revealed a strong hyperrecombina-
tion phenotype (Figure 1B) and an increased occurrence of
Rad52 foci (Figure 1A). The extent of DNA repair foci accu-
mulation was comparable in the ulp1 and nucleoporin mu-
tants, and it was not significantly enhanced when the
N338-ulp1 mutation was combined with NUP133 deletion.
Finally, our systematic synthetic lethal screening of the col-
lection of nonessential gene deletions using the nup133
mutation as a bait, although confirming previously de-
scribed interactions of the Nup84 complex with several
genes involved in DNA repair (Loeillet et al., 2005), also
identified SLX5 and SLX8, two genes involved in regulating
DNA repair and sumoylation-dependent processes (Mullen
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006). Further analyses indicated that
the combined deletion of NUP60 and SLX8 also leads to a
strong synergistic phenotype (Table 1). Together, these data
suggest that the Nup84 complex, Nup60/Mlp1–2, and Ulp1
could be involved in a common pathway that prevents the
accumulation of unrepaired DNA damage through sumoy-
lation-dependent processes.
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Nuclear Envelope Localization and Stability of Ulp1
Requires Both Nup60 and the Nup84 Complex
Previously published data indicated that Ulp1 is targeted to
the nuclear pore basket through interaction with Mlp1–2
and that destabilization or mislocalization of Ulp1 could
account for the clonal lethality occurring in the mlp1 mlp2
mutant (Zhao et al., 2004). To determine whether the Nup84
complex could also be involved in this process, we analyzed
Figure 1. DNA repair foci analysis in nu-
clear pore and nucleocytoplasmic transport
mutants. (A) a, fluorescence microscopy anal-
ysis of Rad52-YFP–expressing strains grown
at 30°C. The DIC images are also shown. b,
quantification of Rad52–YFP foci occurrence
for each phase of the cell cycle. c, quantifica-
tion of the number of Rad52–YFP foci per
nucleus. The results of one representative ex-
periment among three is shown, where at
least 300 cells were counted for each strain. *,
apparent increase in the number of foci in
kap121-34 and N338-ulp1 nup133mutants is
caused by accumulation of cells in G2/M
(60% in both mutants compared with 25–30%
in wt cells). (B) Hyperrecombination assay in
nucleoporins, ulp1, and yku70 mutants. Re-
combination frequencies were calculated for the
indicated strains as described in Materials and
Methods.
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the subcellular localization of an Ulp1–GFP fusion protein,
expressed under the control of its endogenous promoter, in
mutants of the Nup84 complex. As reported previously for
Mlp1–2 and associated proteins (Galy et al., 2004; Zhao et al.,
2004; Palancade et al., 2005), Ulp1 was asymmetrically dis-
tributed along the nuclear envelope in wild-type (wt) cells
(Figure 2A). Strikingly, deletions in nucleoporins of the
Nup84 complex (i.e., nup133, nup120) led to a major de-
crease in the level of NPC-associated Ulp1, with only a faint
residual signal in clustered NPCs. In contrast, the signal of
Nup49-GFP, a classical nuclear pore marker, was increased
in NPCs clusters, an expected effect of NPC aggregation in
these mutants (Figure 2A). Quantitative Western blot anal-
ysis revealed a fivefold decrease of the Ulp1 protein levels in
the Nup84 complex mutants (Figure 2, B and C). Similarly,
deletion of NUP60 led, as described previously (Zhao et al.,
2004), to the mislocalization and destabilization of Ulp1
(Figure 2, A–C). In contrast, Ulp1–GFP localization and sta-
bility were not affected in the nup159-1 mutant or in the
absence of Nup188, a structural nucleoporin that does not
belong to the Nup84 complex. Notably, NPC levels of Ulp1
were partially restored upon MG132 treatment of drug-
responsive (erg6) nup133 or nup60 derivatives (Supple-
mental Figure 2), thus indicating that proteasome-mediated
degradation of Ulp1 contributes to its decreased levels at
NPCs. Therefore, Ulp1 targeting and/or stabilization at
NPCs specifically involve both Nup60 and the Nup84 com-
plex. Consistent with this finding, analysis of the global
pattern of sumoylation in the nup120 and nup60 mutants
revealed that the sumoylation status of several proteins was
Figure 2. The Nup84 complex and Nup60 are required for Ulp1 localization and stabilization and for the establishment of proper
sumoylation patterns. (A) Fluorescence microscopy analysis of ULP1-GFP and NUP49-GFP localization in wild-type and nucleoporin mutant
strains. The DIC images are also shown. Cells were grown at 30°C, except for the nup159-1 mutant, which was grown at 22°C to visualize
NPC aggregation (Belgareh et al., 1998). (B) Whole cell lysates from ULP1-GFP–tagged strains were analyzed by Western blot by using an
anti-GFP antibody and an anti-NOP1 (nucleolar protein) antibody as a loading control. The positions of the Ulp1–GFP fusion protein and of
Nop1 are indicated. (C) Quantification of the amounts of Ulp1 in the different nucleoporin mutants. Serial dilutions of the samples used in
B were analyzed by Western blotting and the integrated intensities of the Ulp1–GFP bands were measured using MetaMorph software. The
amounts are expressed as a percentage of the wt value. (D) Total sumoylated proteins from wt, nup120 and N338-ulp1 strains were detected
using an anti-SUMO antibody. Similar amounts of proteins were loaded for each lane, as indicated by the amido-black staining of the same
blot (“stain”). Molecular weights (kilodaltons) are indicated. SUMO-conjugates that are decreased in the mutants are indicated by stars, and
the increased conjugates are indicated by arrows.
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affected. A similar effect was also observed in the ulp1 mu-
tant lacking its N-terminal NPC localization domain (Figure
2D). In both nucleoporins and N338-ulp1 mutants, either
increased or reduced sumoylation level of some proteins
was observed (see bands indicated by arrowheads and stars,
respectively). These effects may reflect the consequences
both of Ulp1 degradation (which causes an overall decrease
in Ulp1 activity) and mislocalization (which leads to an
increased Ulp1 activity in the nucleoplasm) in these mutants
(see Discussion).
Karyopherin-mediated Pathways Do Not Account for the
Decreased Levels of Ulp1 at NPCs in Nup84 or Nup60/
Mlp1–2 Complexes Mutants
We next aimed at understanding the molecular mechanisms
underlying the requirement of both Nup84 and Nup60/
Mlp1–2 complexes for the localization and/or stabilization
of Ulp1 at the nuclear envelope. Because it has been previ-
ously suggested that Nup145-C, a subunit of the Nup84
complex, may anchor Nup60 at the NPCs (Feuerbach et al.,
2002), we first analyzed the localization of Nup60 in mutants
of the Nup84 complex. Deletion of NUP133, NUP120, or
NUP145-C led to the accumulation of Nup60-GFP within the
NPC clusters, but it did not otherwise affect its NPC local-
ization (Figure 3A), even at restrictive temperatures (data
not shown). Similarly, Mlp1 and Mlp2 became concentrated
within the NPC clusters in nup133 and nup120 mutants
(Palancade et al., 2005; data not shown). Conversely, dele-
tion of NUP60 did not affect Nup133 localization (data not
shown). Thus, the NPC localization of the Nup84 and
Nup60/Mlp1–2 complexes seem to be two unrelated pro-
cesses. Previous studies demonstrated an involvement of
the Kap121 and Kap95/Kap60 karyopherins in the local-
ization of Ulp1 at the nuclear pores (Panse et al., 2003;
Makhnevych et al., 2007). We thus asked whether the
phenotype of the Nup84 complex mutants could be the
indirect consequences of an alteration in these karyopherin-
mediated pathways. Analysis of Kap95–GFP and Kap121–
GFP fusion proteins revealed that both karyopherins were
properly localized at NPCs in nup133 and nup60 mutant
cells (Figure 3B). In addition, analysis of the static distribu-
tion and import kinetics of Kap60/Kap95-dependent (cNLS–
GFP) or Kap121-dependent (pNLS–GFP) reporters did not
reveal any significant import defect in nup120 or nup60
strains (Supplemental Figure 3, A and B), even though a
mild import defect was observed for the pNLS–GFP reporter
in the nup133 strain. Finally, analysis of Rad52–YFP local-
ization did not reveal an increased occurrence of DNA re-
pair foci in the kap121-34 mutant strain (Figure 1A; of note,
the mild increase seen in Figure 1Ac is due to the accumu-
lation of these cells in G2). These data prompted us to
compare the respective effects of karyopherin and nucleo-
porin mutants on the localization and cellular levels of Ulp1
tagged with GFP. In agreement with a previous study
(Panse et al., 2003), karyopherin inhibition, achieved by ex-
pressing a dominant-negative form of the Yrb4 importin, or
by inactivation of the kap121-34-thermosensitive mutant at
semirestrictive temperature (30°C), impaired the nuclear en-
velope localization of mildly overexpressed GFP–Ulp1 (i.e.,
under the control of the NOP1 promoter; Supplemental
Figure 3C). However, these treatments did not significantly
affect the localization of Ulp1 tagged with GFP at its cognate
locus (Supplemental Figure 3C, compare with Figure 2A).
Although the increased fading at higher temperature of the
GFP variant used in this study did not enable us to observe
any significant change in kap121-34 cells shifted to 37°C, a
Figure 3. Decreased levels of Ulp1 at NPCs in Nup84 or Nup60/Mlp1–2 complexes mutants are not merely due to defects in Kap121 or
Kap95 pathways. (A) Fluorescence microscopy analysis of NUP60-GFP localization in wild-type or nucleoporin mutant strains grown at 30°C.
The DIC images are also shown. (B) Fluorescence microscopy analysis of KAP95-GFP (left) or KAP121-GFP (right) localization in wild-type
or nucleoporin mutant strains grown at 30°C. (C) Ulp1-GFP expression levels were analyzed by Western blot by using an anti-GFP antibody
in wt, nup133, nup60, or kap121-34 mutant strains grown at 30°C or shifted for 3 h at 37°C. The anti-NOP1 antibody was used as a loading
control. (D) Fluorescence microscopy analysis of wild-type or nucleoporin mutant strains expressing NIC96-mRFP and transformed with the
pNOP1-GFP-ULP1 construct. DIC images are also shown.
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similar analysis, recently performed using Ulp1 tagged with
the GFP variant, revealed that shifting the kap121-34
strain to 37°C causes a decreased level of NPC-associated
Ulp1 and a corresponding increase in its cytoplasmic level
(Makhnevych et al., 2007). However, Western blot analysis
revealed that, unlike in the nucleoporin mutants, Ulp1-GFP
was not destabilized in the kap121-34 mutant even after a 3-h
shift to 37°C. Rather, a slower migrating form of Ulp1-GFP
was observed in kap121-34 cells (Figure 3C), suggesting the
occurrence of posttranslational modification(s) of Ulp1 in
this karyopherin mutant. Together, these data indicate that
karyopherin and nucleoporin mutants differentially affect
Ulp1 localization and stability at NPCs. The phenotypes of
the nucleoporin mutants are therefore not merely caused by
a defect in these karyopherin-mediated pathways. This
mildly overexpressed GFP–Ulp1 fusion protein has been
shown to be targeted to the nuclear envelope in an mlp1
mlp2 ulp1 mutant (Zhao et al., 2004). We therefore ex-
pressed this construct in the nup133, nup120, and nup60
mutants, and we analyzed the localization of GFP-Ulp1
relatively to a core nucleoporin, Nic96, which was tagged
with mRFP. In all strains, Ulp1 localization at the nuclear
envelope was restored (Figure 3D; data not shown). Inter-
estingly, the overexpressed Ulp1 fusion protein no longer
exhibited its asymmetrical distribution within the nuclear
envelope (compare Supplemental Figure 3C, left and right).
Moreover, unlike Nic96–mRFP, its localization was no
longer restricted to the nuclear pores as the GFP labeling
spread out of the NPC aggregates in the nup133 strain
(Figure 3D), indicating that mildly overexpressed GFP–Ulp1
may be ectopically targeted to areas of the nuclear envelope
laying between the pores. This result may reflect the ability
of this overexpressed fusion protein to directly interact with
membranes, an hypothesis consistent with its partial mislo-
calization to the plasma membrane after karyopherin inhi-
bition (Panse et al., 2003; Supplemental Figure 3C), or, alter-
natively, the presence of yet uncharacterized additional
inner nuclear envelope tether(s) (discussed in Makhnevych
et al., 2007). Together, our data demonstrate that although
the Nup84 and Nup60/Mlp1–2 complexes are required for
the maintenance of endogenous Ulp1 levels at nuclear
pores, their requirement for Ulp1 localization and/or sta-
bilization can be bypassed by overexpressing a GFP–Ulp1
fusion protein.
Restoration of Proper Ulp1 Levels at the Nuclear
Envelope Partially Complements the Altered Sumoylation
Patterns and the DNA Repair-related Phenotypes of the
Nucleoporin Mutants
We next analyzed the consequences of the mild overexpres-
sion of this GFP–Ulp1 protein on the global pattern of
sumoylation in wild-type and nucleoporin mutant strains
either untreated or treated with the DNA-damaging drug
methyl methane sulfonate (MMS). MMS treatment modified
the sumoylation status of some proteins (Figure 4A), sug-
gesting the involvement of sumoylation in DNA damage-
induced signaling pathways. In untreated cells, GFP–Ulp1
overexpression led to a general decrease of SUMO conju-
gates in both wild type and nucleoporin mutants (data not
shown). Overexpression of GFP-Ulp1 in the nup mutants
partially restored a normal sumoylation pattern in MMS-
treated cells, with a notable increase of two MMS-induced
sumoylated bands (Figure 4A, stars). Conversely, the en-
hanced sumoylation of several proteins in nup, compared
with wild-type cells, was corrected upon GFP-ULP1 overex-
pression (Figure 4A, arrows). These results show that
nucleoporin mutants have altered cellular sumoylation
patterns and that restoring proper Ulp1 level at the nu-
clear envelope counteracts this phenomenon. This result
prompted us to assess the functional consequences of
Ulp1 restoration on the viability of nup mutants, when
combined with mutations affecting DNA repair or repli-
cation. nup133 rad27, nup133 rad52, nup60 rad27,
and nup60 rad52 double mutants are not viable or strongly
impaired in their growth at 30°C (Table 1; Loeillet et al., 2005),
but they can be rescued after dissection of the corresponding
diploids at 25°C. Overexpression of GFP-Ulp1 comple-
mented the synthetic lethality or the growth defects of each
of the four mutants, whereas a control plasmid could not
(Figure 4B and Supplemental Figure 4A). Noteworthy, the
complementation was specific for the defects that arose from
the combination of nup and rad mutations, because ULP1
overexpression did not affect the growth rates of any of the
single mutants (data not shown). To determine which fea-
ture of the Ulp1 protein was needed for complementation of
the nup rad colethality, different constructs were tested in
this assay (Figure 4B). A plasmid lacking the GFP tag res-
cued cell growth as efficiently as the GFP–Ulp1 construct,
indicating that the rescue is not merely due to stabilization
of Ulp1 via the GFP. The catalytically inactive ulp1-C580S
mutant (Li and Hochstrasser, 2003) was no longer able to
rescue nup rad colethality. Rather, this construct became
toxic in the nup60 rad52 mutant and impaired viability of
the nup133 rad52 mutant (Figure 4B), although it did not
affect the viability of the wild type or any of the correspond-
ing single mutants (Figure 4B; data not shown). Because this
mildly overexpressed protein was properly targeted to the
nuclear envelope (data not shown), it could compete at
NPCs with the residual levels of endogenous Ulp1 protein
that was still present in the nucleoporin mutants. Finally,
expression of the N338-ulp1 mutant (Zhao et al., 2004),
which lacks its nuclear envelope localization domain (Li and
Hochstrasser, 2003; Panse et al., 2003), did not rescue the
synergistic growth defects of the double mutants (Figure
4B). However, this construct was poorly expressed (Supple-
mental Figure 4B); therefore, it did not allow us to discrim-
inate whether restoration of either the expression levels or
the localization of Ulp1 contributed to the complementation
phenotypes. We next determined whether the DSB accumu-
lation observed in the Nup84 complex or in nup60 mutants
was due to a loss of function of Ulp1. To this end, GFP-Ulp1
was overexpressed in wild-type, nup133, and nup60 de-
rivatives carrying the RAD52-YFP reporter. In wt cells, mild
overexpression of GFP–Ulp1 did not affect the detection and
the occurrence of Rad52 foci (Figure 4C) or the level of
Rad52 foci assembly after MMS treatment (data not shown).
In contrast, overexpression of GFP-Ulp1 reduced the occur-
rence of Rad52 foci in nup133 and nup60 cells with a
prominent decrease in the number of cells with multiple foci
(Figure 4C and Supplemental Figure 4C). Together, our data
indicate that restoring an enzymatically active Ulp1 at the
nuclear envelope partially complements both the defective
sumoylation of some target proteins and some of the DNA
repair-related phenotypes of the nucleoporin mutants.
Yku70-dependent Processes and Sumoylation Status Are
Both Affected in Nucleoporin and ulp1 Mutants
To further characterize the DNA repair-related pheno-
types of the nucleoporin and ulp1 mutants, we measured
the efficiency of different DNA repair pathways in these
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mutants. For this purpose, we used a previously de-
scribed reporter system (Karathanasis and Wilson, 2002)
in which an unique I-SceI DSB, induced at the ADE2 locus
within chromosome XV, can be repaired either by SSA,
e.g., homologous recombination between direct repeats,
or by nonhomologous end joining, generating, respec-
tively, ade2- or ADE2 alleles (Figure 5A). Deletants of
RAD52 and YKU70, the main players in SSA and NHEJ,
respectively, were used as controls. As reported previ-
ously, NHEJ was also affected by RAD52 deletion, a find-
ing that possibly reflects a yet unknown function of re-
combination proteins in facilitating NHEJ (Hegde and
Klein, 2000; Karathanasis and Wilson, 2002). Nucleoporin
deletions and the N338-ulp1 allele were introduced into
the reporter strain and both classes of DSB repair events
were quantified. As shown in Figure 5B, RAD52-depen-
dent SSA was not affected in the tested nucleoporin mu-
tants (i.e., nup133, nup120, and nup60), or in the
N338-ulp1 mutant. In contrast, NHEJ efficiency was de-
creased in mutants of the Nup84 complex (i.e., nup133
and nup120), in the nup60 strain, and in the ulp1 mu-
tant, whereas it was not changed by the absence of
Figure 4. Complementation of nucleoporin mutant phenotypes by restoration of nuclear envelope-associated ULP1. (A) Total sumoylated
proteins were detected using an anti-SUMO antibody in whole cell extracts from wt, nup120, or nup60 strains that were transformed with
the pRS315 (Ø) or the pRS315-NOP1prom-GFP-ULP1 (ULP1) plasmids and treated (), or not (), for 2 h with 0.3% MMS. Similar amounts
of proteins were loaded for each lane, as indicated by the amido-black staining (“stain”) of the same blot. Molecular weights (kilodaltons)
are indicated. Stars indicate SUMO-conjugates, which were decreased in the mutants and have been restored upon ULP1 expression, whereas
arrows indicate the conjugates, which were increased in the mutants and reduced upon ULP1 expression. (B) wt, nup133rad52, and
nup60rad52mutant strains were transformed with pRS315 (Ø) or pRS315 derivatives expressing the indicated constructs under the control
of the NOP1 promoter (schematized on the left). Transformants were spotted as fivefold dilutions on synthetic medium lacking leucine and
plates were incubated at 25, 28, 30, or 36°C. *, nup133 rad52 strain is not viable in the presence of the GFP-ulp1[C580S] construct. (C)
Rad52–YFP foci analysis in wt, nup133, and nup60 cells transformed with either pRS315 (Ø) or pRS315-NOP1prom-GFP-ULP1 (ULP1). The
percentage of cells, which show one, two, or three or more Rad52–YFP foci per nucleus, is indicated. The SD corresponds to the sum of the
standard deviations for each of the three subcategories.
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Nup188 (Figure 5C). Of note, flow cytometry analysis
revealed that the NHEJ defect was not due to a general
cell cycle alteration in the nup mutants (data not shown).
These results indicate that the Nup84 complex, Nup60,
and Ulp1 are specifically required for accurate DSB repair
through the Yku70-dependent NHEJ pathway. Because
Yku70 has been recently shown to be sumoylated in vitro
and in vivo (Zhao and Blobel, 2005), we investigated its
sumoylation status in nucleoporins and ulp1 mutants. To
this end, a myc-tagged version of Yku70 was immunopre-
cipitated under denaturing conditions and its sumoylated
forms were detected by Western blot analysis. Yku70
sumoylation levels were strongly reduced upon NUP120
and NUP60 deletion (Figure 6, A and B). A similar effect
was also observed in the N338-ulp1 mutant (Figure 6A),
confirming that mislocalization and/or destabilization of
Ulp1 ultimately impairs Yku70 sumoylation (see Discus-
sion). These data indicate that Yku70 is one of the down-
stream effector of the nucleoporins and Ulp1-dependent
pathway in DNA repair. Consistently, YKU70 loss of func-
tion caused a hyperrecombinant phenotype (Figure 1D)
and led to colethality when combined with RAD52 dele-
tion (albeit at higher temperatures only; Figure 6, C and
D). However, yku70 cells did not accumulate Rad52 foci
(Figure 6E). Thus, only some of the DNA repair-related
phenotypes caused by nucleoporin deletions or Ulp1 mis-
localization are observed upon YKU70 loss-of-function.
Moreover, this indicates that the Rad52 foci accumulating
in the nucleoporins mutants represent a read-out of accu-
mulated DSBs that do not solely arise from defects in the
NHEJ pathway.
DISCUSSION
Maintenance of Proper Ulp1 Levels at the Nuclear
Envelope Requires the Nup84 and the Nup60/Mlp1–2
Complexes
In this study, we demonstrate that the Nup84 complex is
required, together with Nup60/Mlp1–2, for maintaining
proper levels of Ulp1 at NPCs. The asymmetric localization
of Ulp1-GFP, when expressed under the control of its en-
dogenous promoter, is strongly reminiscent of the localiza-
tion described for Mlp1–2 and its interacting partner Pml39
(Galy et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2004; Palancade et al., 2005).
Hence, Mlp1–2 or their binding partners are likely to repre-
sent the final tethering site for endogenous Ulp1 in wild-
type cells. Because Nup84 complex mutants do not impair
Nup60/Mlp1–2 NPC localization, the Nup84 complex could
provide an alternative binding site for Ulp1 at NPCs. This
issue could not be addressed because all the tested combi-
nation of mutations affecting, respectively, the Nup84 and
the Nup60-Mlp1/2 complexes led to extremely severe
growth defects precluding any phenotypic analysis (Loeillet
et al., 2005). Alternatively, Ulp1 may first interact with the
Nup84 complex before being targeted to Mlp1–2, thus using
a two-step mechanism of delivery as proposed previously
for the checkpoint protein Mad1, which was suggested to
interact with Nup53 before being anchored to the nuclear
basket through Mlp1–2 (Scott et al., 2005). However, our
attempts at identifying biochemical interactions between
these nucleoporins and Ulp1 have been so far unsuccessful,
suggesting that these interactions must be either biochemi-
cally unstable, or indirect. Our data also indicate that differ-
ent mechanisms underlie the decreased levels of NPC-asso-
Figure 5. DNA repair efficiencies in nucleo-
porin and ulp1 mutants. (A) Schematic figure
that summarizes the principle of the assay is
shown. DR, direct repeats, mediating homol-
ogous recombination. (B and C) Absolute SSA
and NHEJ values were calculated as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods, and they
represent the number of colonies grown in
galactose-relative to those grown in glu-
cose-containing medium. The results of three
independent experiments are shown along with
the corresponding SD, and they are normalized
to 100 for the wt value.
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ciated Ulp1 observed in the nucleoporin and karyopherin
mutants. Indeed, defects in the Kap121 (and to some extent,
in the Kap95-Kap60) pathway(s) impair the delivery of Ulp1
to the NPC and/or the nuclear envelope, and they cause the
accumulation of Ulp1 in the cytoplasm. In contrast, Ulp1 is
destabilized in nup60 or Nup84 complex mutants. In these
mutants, impaired tethering of Ulp1 at the nuclear side of
NPCs may in turn lead to its release and subsequent pro-
teasome-mediated degradation in the nucleoplasm. Finally,
alteration of the Nup84 complex may have a more indirect
consequence on Ulp1 metabolism, for example, by regulat-
ing yet unknown effectors involved in its degradation. These
hypotheses would be consistent with the partial restoration
of Ulp1 at NPCs upon treatment of nup133 and nup60
cells with a proteasome inhibitor.
The Nup84 Complex and Nup60 Regulate Sumoylation
Patterns and DNA Repair through Ulp1
Our data indicate that the Nup84 complex and Nup60 mu-
tants, which exhibit decreased levels of Ulp1 at the nuclear
envelope, display complex modifications of cellular sumoy-
lation patterns that can be partially suppressed upon resto-
ration of catalytically active Ulp1 at the nuclear envelope. Of
note, both increase and decrease in the levels of SUMO-
conjugates were observed in these mutants as well as in a
strain expressing an N-terminal truncated allele of Ulp1 that
lacks its nuclear envelope targeting domain (Figure 2D;
Zhao et al., 2004). Consistent with this observation, both the
level and the subcellular localization of Ulp1 have previ-
ously been shown to be major determinants in its activity
toward natural and nonnatural sumoylated substrates. In-
deed, disturbing one of these two parameters by overex-
pressing and/or truncating Ulp1 leads to significant changes
in the global pattern of SUMO-protein conjugates (Li and
Hochstrasser, 2003; Zhao et al., 2004). Although decreased
levels of Ulp1 could lead to an oversumoylation of some of
its substrates, mislocalized Ulp1, even in low amounts,
could gain access to intranuclear substrates and reduce the
amount of their sumoylated forms. For example, Ulp1 was
shown to target the genuine substrates of its paralogue Ulp2
when mislocalized from the nuclear periphery (Li and
Hochstrasser, 2003). In addition, more indirect effects of
the decreased level of Ulp1 at the nuclear envelope, such as
altered sumoylation of E3 ligase(s), could potentially also
interfere with the sumoylation status of specific substrates.
In addition to the sumoylation status of several targets,
restoration of catalytically active Ulp1 at the nuclear enve-
lope partially complemented some of the nup repair phe-
notypes, such as colethality with rad52 and rad27 or the
accumulation of Rad52 foci. However, Ulp1 overexpression
poorly suppressed the NHEJ defects of the nucleoporin mu-
tants (Supplemental Figure 4D), and it did not rescue their
increased recombination frequency (data not shown). This
may reflect the higher sensitivity of this reporter toward
properly controlled Ulp1 activity, together with the fact that
restoration of Ulp1 functions, as revealed by the aforemen-
tioned assays, is only partial. Finally, the growth defects of
Figure 6. Yku70 sumoylation is altered in nup60, nup120 and
N338-ulp1 strains. (A) Exponentially growing wt, nup60,
nup120, and N338-ulp1 cells expressing Myc-tagged Yku70 at its
chromosomal locus were treated for 2 h with 0.3% MMS to facilitate
the detection of sumoylated forms of Yku70, as reported previously
(Zhao and Blobel, 2005). Unmodified and sumoylated Yku70-Myc
were immunoprecipitated under denaturing conditions by using an
anti-Myc antibody, and they were detected by Western blot analysis
with the anti-Myc (bottom) or anti-SUMO (top) antibodies, respec-
tively. The sumoylated forms of Yku70-Myc represent a very minor
fraction of the whole Yku70–Myc population, and they were there-
fore not detected by the anti-Myc antibody. Control experiments
using strains bearing either untagged Yku70 or another myc-tagged
open reading frame are provided in Supplemental Figure 5. (B)
Line-scan analysis of the sumoylated Yku70 patterns in wt, nup120,
nup60 (2 independent experiments for these 3 strains), and N338-
ulp1 cells were obtained using the MetaMorph software. For each
sample, values were normalized to the total amount of immuno-
precipitated Yku70 quantified from the anti-Myc Western blot.
Numbers (1–5) on the right correspond to the position of the sumoy-
lated bands indicated in A. (C) Segregants of a yku70/ rad52/
diploid were spotted as fivefold dilutions on YPD plates, and then
they were analyzed for growth at the indicated temperatures. (D)
The yku70 rad52 double mutant strain was transformed with
pRS313 (Ø), pRS313-YKU70 (YKU70), pRS315 (Ø), or pRS315-
NOP1prom-GFP-ULP1 (ULP1). Transformants were spotted as five-
fold dilutions on synthetic medium lacking histidine (top) or leucine
(bottom), and growth was analyzed at the indicated temperatures.
Growth defects of the double mutant are not complemented by
ULP1 overexpression, a result consistent with our model in which
Yku70 acts downstream of Ulp1 in the DNA repair processes. (E)
Rad52 foci analysis in yku70 cells. Left, Fluorescence microscopy
analysis of Rad52-YFP–expressing strains grown at 30°C. The DIC
images are also shown. Middle, quantification of Rad52–YFP foci
occurrence for each phase of the cell cycle. Right, quantification of
the number of Rad52–YFP foci per nucleus. The results of one
representative yku70 strain among four is shown; 150 cells were
counted.
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the nup rad strains were enhanced upon mild overexpres-
sion of the catalytically inactive form of Ulp1. This indicates
that accurate control of the sumoylation levels of some pro-
teins is critical for the viability of nucleoporin mutants in the
absence of a functional DNA recombination pathway. Sim-
ilarly, it was recently reported that a mutant of the Mms21
SUMO-ligase exhibits DNA damage sensitivity (Zhao and
Blobel, 2005), whereas the Slx5–Slx8 complex was suggested
to be involved both in DNA integrity and sumoylation pro-
cesses (Wang et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006). Thus, our data
further strengthen the connections between sumoylation
and the control of genome integrity (Soustelle et al., 2004;
Jacquiau et al., 2005; Motegi et al., 2006).
Multiple Ulp1-dependent Effectors of the Nup84 and
Nup60 Complexes Are Required for Genome Integrity
Our study identified Yku70 as one of the targets whose
sumoylation is decreased in the nucleoporins mutants as
well as in the N338-ulp1 mutant. This decreased sumoyla-
tion seems to be associated with a loss of function of Yku70.
Indeed, both nucleoporin deletions (nup133, nup120,
nup60) and the N338-ulp1 mutant exhibit reduced NHEJ
levels and hyperrecombination between direct repeats,
which are also observed upon YKU70 deletion (Figure 2).
Although a partial loss of function of Yku70 may explain
some of the DNA repair-related phenotypes, which are
shared by the nucleoporins and ulp1 mutants, YKU70 dele-
tion does not recapitulate all the nup repair phenotypes
(Figure 6E). In particular, accumulation of Rad52 foci, a
prominent phenotype of nucleoporin and ulp1 mutants, is
not observed in yku70 cells. This suggests that Ulp1 delo-
calization or destabilization in the nucleoporin mutants af-
fects the sumoylation status of additional proteins required
for DNA maintenance. Interestingly, proteins involved in
processes related to DNA maintenance, e.g., DNA replica-
tion, repair, and chromatin metabolism, are overrepresented
in the SUMO-modified yeast proteomes (Panse et al., 2004;
Wohlschlegel et al., 2004; Denison et al., 2005; Hannich et al.,
2005; Wykoff and O’Shea, 2005). Among them, PCNA (pro-
liferating cell nuclear antigen), Rad52 (Pfander et al., 2005;
Sacher et al., 2006), and members of the RSC chromatin
remodeling complex, which is required for NHEJ (Shim et
al., 2005), represent attractive, yet far from exclusive, candi-
dates. Noteworthy, other nuclear processes, which are im-
paired in the Nup84 complex and/or nup60/mlp1–2 mutants,
such as telomere tethering to the nuclear periphery, sub-
telomeric transcriptional repression, or control of telo-
mere length (Feuerbach et al., 2002; Hediger et al., 2002;
Therizols et al., 2006), may also depend on the sumoyla-
tion status of Yku70 or of additional sumoylated factors
involved in telomere capping and repression (for exam-
ple, Rap1, Sir2-3-4, and Esc1; Wohlschlegel et al., 2004;
Hannich et al., 2005). A comprehensive analysis of the
SUMO-modified proteome of these nucleoporins mutants
may help to further unravel the links between nuclear
pore complexes and the different cellular processes in
which they are involved.
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